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Conclusion
Suppose there is a Thai restaurant in one part of the city and an Indian restaurant in another part both having a single owner.

Are these restaurants an “enterprise” within the meaning of the definition?
Abstract rules in statutory provisions must account for diverse situations (even those not yet encountered).

⇒
Legislators use vague,\(^1\) open textured terms,\(^2\) abstract standards,\(^3\) principles, and values.\(^4\)

When there are doubts about the meaning of the provision they may be removed by interpretation.\(^5\)

Motivation

Interpretation involves an investigation of how the term has been referred to, explained, recharacterized or applied in the past.

“Example Uses of the Term

i. Any mechanical device used for transportation of people or goods is a vehicle.

ii. A golf cart is to be considered a vehicle.

iii. To secure a tranquil environment in the park no vehicles are allowed.

iv. The park where no vehicles are allowed was closed during the last month.

v. The rule states: “No vehicles in the park.””

Going through the sentences is labor intensive because many sentences are useless and there is a large redundancy.
29 U.S. Code 203 - Definitions
“Enterprise” means the related activities performed (either through unified operation or common control) by any person or persons for a common business purpose, and includes all such activities whether performed in one or more establishments or by one or more corporate or other organizational units including departments of an establishment operated through leasing arrangements, but shall not include the related activities performed for such enterprise by an independent contractor. [...] “

List of Interpretive Sentences
The “common business purpose” requirement is not defined in the Act.

Appellants common “business purpose” is the operation of an institution primarily engaged in the care of the sick or aged.

The utilization of a common service does not by itself establish a common business purpose shared by the owners of separate businesses.

The common business purpose of this enterprise was framing construction in the construction of single and multi-family homes.

The Fifth Circuit has held that the profit motive is a common business purpose if shared. “
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Task

Given a statutory provision, user’s interest in the meaning of a phrase from the provision, and a list of sentences . . .

. . . we would like to rank more highly the sentences that elaborate upon the meaning of the statutory phrase of interest, such as:

▸ **definitional sentences** (e.g., a sentence that provides a test for when the phrase applies)
▸ sentences that state explicitly in a different way what the statutory phrase means or state what it does not mean
▸ sentences that provide an example, instance, or counterexample of the phrase
▸ sentences that show how a court determines whether something is such an example, instance, or counterexample.
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Court decisions are an ideal source of sentences interpreting statutory terms.

For our corpus we selected three terms from different provisions of the United States Code:

1. “independent economic value” (18 U.S. Code § 1839(3)(B))
2. “identifying particular” (5 U.S. Code § 552a(a)(4))
3. “common business purpose” (29 U.S. Code § 203(r)(1))

For each term we have collected a set of sentences by extracting all the sentences mentioning the term from the court decisions retrieved from the Caselaw access project data.¹

In total we assembled a small corpus of 4,635 sentences.

¹ The President and Fellows of Harvard University 2018 (https://case.law)
Three annotators (authors) classified the sentences into four categories according to their usefulness for the interpretation:

1. **high value** – sentence intended to define or elaborate on the meaning of the term
2. **certain value** – sentence that provides grounds to elaborate on the term’s meaning
3. **potential value** – sentence that provides additional information beyond what is known from the provision the term comes from
4. **no value** – no additional information over what is known from the provision

**inter-annotator agreement (alpha): .79**
The complete data set including the annotation guidelines is publicly available.

https://github.com/jsavelka/statutory_interpretation
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Research Questions

Is it possible to retrieve sentences directly by measuring similarity between the query and a sentence?

Does utilization of sentences’ contexts improve performance?

Does query expansion improve performance?

Does novelty detection improve performance?

Could the context-aware methods be integrated with query expansion and novelty detection to yield an even better model?
We use **normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDGC)** to evaluate the performance of different approaches.

We chose to evaluate the rankings at $k = 10$ and 100.

$$NDGC(S_j, k) = \frac{1}{Z_{jk}} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{rel(s_i)}{\log_2(i + 1)}$$

$$rel(s_i) = \begin{cases} 
3 & \text{if } s_i \text{ has high value} \\
2 & \text{if } s_i \text{ has certain value} \\
1 & \text{if } s_i \text{ has potential value} \\
0 & \text{if } s_i \text{ has no value}
\end{cases}$$
Retrieving Sentences Directly

Based on computing similarity between the term of interest and sentences mentioning it.

Using different strategies for measuring similarity of a sentence and a query, sentences are ranked from the most similar to the least:

- Okapi BM25
- TF-ISF
- Query likelihood language model
- Cosine similarity between word embeddings
  - word2vec
  - GloVe
  - FastText

Retrieving Sentences Directly

NDGC@10, 100

- Independent economic value
- Identifying particular
- Common business purpose
- Overall (macro)

Random, BM25, TF-ISF, QLLM, GloVe, w2vec, fastt, w2vec*
Retrieving Sentences Directly
Retrieving Sentences Directly

The root cause of the low performance appears to be the preference of the systems for short over long sentences, e.g.:

*The “Independent Economic Value” Test*

*It was Altavion’s burden to show independent economic value.*

*But again, the Producers’ evidence of independent economic value was more theoretical than real.*

*As the formula for an unreleased product, it has independent economic value.*

The relative success of the TF-ISF method could be explained by the deliberate omission of the normalization based on a document length in the TF part.

\[
\text{TF-ISF} = \sum_{t \in q} \log(tf_{td} + 1) \cdot \log \left( \frac{N + 1}{\frac{1}{2} + df_t} \right) \cdot \log(tf_{tq} + 1)
\]
Smoothing Sentences with Context

Based on considering the context of a sentence when deciding about its ranking.

The sentences are ranked based on their similarity to the query as well as the similarity of their varying contexts to the query.

We experiment with the following context sizes:

- whole case
- opinion
- paragraph
- recursive

We use the following approaches to incorporate the context:

- linear interpolation
- recursive interpolation

Smoothing Sentences with Context

[Chart showing NDGC@10, 100 for various models with different purposes: Independent economic value, Common business purpose, Identifying particular, and Overall (macro).]
Smoothing Sentences with Context

![Graph showing NDGC@10, 100 for various models]

- **Overall (macro) @10**
- **tf-isf@10**
- **random@10**

Models: BM25-c, BM25-o, BM25-p, BM25-r, TFISF-c, TFISF-o, TFISF-p, TFISF-r, QLLM-c, QLLM-o, QLLM-p, QLLM-r
Smoothing Sentences with Context

![Graph showing smoothing sentences with context](image)

- NDGC@$(10, 100)$
- tf-isf@100
- random@100

Legend:
- Overall (macro) @100
Smoothing Sentences with Context

NDGC@10

Overall (macro) @10

tf-isf@10

random@10

GloVe-c  GloVe-c  GloVe-c  GloVe-c  w2vec-c  w2vec-c  w2vec-c  fastt-c  fastt-c  fastt-c  fastt-c  w2vec*-c  w2vec*-c  w2vec*-c  w2vec*-c
Smoothing Sentences with Context

The “context-aware” models perform surprisingly well, especially the two from the TF-IDF family.

There are two systematic problems:

1. A verbatim citation of the source provision that is included in a local context that heavily discusses the term.

2. Cases that frequently mention the term which comes from a different domain.

Methods operating on smaller contexts are more susceptible to problem 1; those using larger contexts are more harmed by issue 2.
Query Expansion

We extend the query with:

- other words from the source provision on top of those that are part of the term of interest
- the top 500 most similar words produced by the word2vec embeddings trained on our corpus

Measuring similarity between sentences and expanded queries turned out not to be effective.

Comparing expanded queries to the whole cases identifies decisions that are focused on:

- the source provision (in case the query is expanded with the words from the source provision)
- the term of interest (in case the query is expanded with the top 500 similar words)
Query Expansion

The graph shows the NDGC@10,100 for various models. The y-axis represents the normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDGC) for different criteria and metrics. The x-axis lists the models, including BM25-g, BM25-e, TF-ISF-g, TF-ISF-e, QLLM-g, QLLM-e, GloVe-g, GloVe-e, w2vec-g, w2vec-e, fastt-g, fastt-e, w2vec*-g, and w2vec*-e. The graph uses different colors to represent the criteria and metrics:

- Green: Independent economic value
- Orange: Identifying particular
- Blue: Common business purpose
- Pink: Overall (macro)

The graph visually compares the performance of these models across the different criteria and metrics.
Query Expansion

![Graph showing results of query expansion with various models and metrics.](image)
Expanding the query with the source provision or similar words generated by the word2vec model does not improve performance.

A model based on the expansion with the words from the source provision prefers sentences that cite pieces of the provision.

As for expansion with the most similar words the poor performance is surprising since the similar words look promising:

*overall, profitability, competitive, ... revenue, projection, status*

The models have an interesting property of preferring cases that discuss the source provision or the actual term. (domain problem)
Novelty Detection

Based on measuring the amount of information a sentence provides over what is known from the provision.

The focus on novelty is interesting because sentences that do not provide additional information are deemed as having no value.

We use the following approaches to measure novelty:

- number of new words the sentence includes over the provision\(^1\)
- ratio of the new words in a sentence to the sentence’s length\(^1\)
- Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) on the embedding of a sentence and the provision\(^2\)

Novelty Detection
Novelty Detection

![Graph showing NDGC@10, 100 for various methods including NewWords, NewRatio, GloVe-w, w2vec-w, fastt-w, and w2vec*-w. The graph includes separate bars for Overall (macro) and random@100, random@10.]
Novelty Detection

The models based on novelty likely benefit from focusing on one aspect of the relevance definition and handle that aspect well.

The novelty models have an interesting property of identifying sentences that are verbatim citations of the source provision.

(verbatim citations problem)
Compound Models

We compute scores based on the most successful models that:

1. utilize the sentence’s context
2. work with an expanded query
3. measure the sentence’s novelty with respect to the provision

The context-aware models are improved with signals coming from the models based on query expansion and novelty detection.

We propose a task specific sentence retrieval model that has the following general form:

$$\text{CMP-rank}(q, s, sp, C) = \text{Sim}_i(q, s, C_i) \cdot \text{DDI}(q, C_j) \cdot \text{NI}(s, sp)$$
Compound Models (Example of Tp–Tg–Nr)

\[ \text{Tp-Tg-Nr} = \text{TF-ISF-p} \cdot \text{TF-ISF-g} \cdot \text{NWR} \]

**TF-ISF-p**

\[
\text{TF-ISF-p} = \sum_{t \in q} \left[ (1 - \lambda_1) \cdot \log(tf_{ts} + 1) \cdot \log \left( \frac{S + 1}{\frac{1}{2} + sf_t} \right) + \right.

+ \lambda_1 \cdot \log(tf_{tp} + 1) \cdot \log \left( \frac{P + 1}{\frac{1}{2} + pf_t} \right) \left. \right] \cdot \log(tf_{tq} + 1)
\]

**TF-ISF-g**

\[
\text{TF-ISF-g} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \sum_{t \in g} \log(tf_{tc} + 1) \cdot \log \left( \frac{C + 1}{\frac{1}{2} + cf_t} \right) \cdot \log(tf_{tg} + 1) \geq \lambda_3 \text{Avg}_{10} \\
0 & \text{if } \sum_{t \in g} \log(tf_{tc} + 1) \cdot \log \left( \frac{C + 1}{\frac{1}{2} + cf_t} \right) \cdot \log(tf_{tg} + 1) < \lambda_3 \text{Avg}_{10}
\end{cases}
\]

**NWR**

\[
\text{NWR} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \frac{NW}{|\{w_i|w_i \in S_j\}|} \geq \lambda_2 \\
0 & \text{if } \frac{NW}{|\{w_i|w_i \in S_j\}|} < \lambda_2
\end{cases}
\]
Compound Models

The graph shows the NDGC@10, 100 values for various models, categorized by economic value, business purpose, identifying particular, and overall (macro) performance.

- *Independent economic value*
- *Common business purpose*
- *Identifying particular*
- *Overall (macro)*

The models are labeled as follows:
- **Tp-Tg**
- **Tp-Nr**
- **Tp-Tg-Nr**
- **Bp-Tg**
- **Bp-Nr**
- **Bp-Tg-Nr**
- **Qc-Tg**
- **Qc-Nr**
- **Qc-Tg-Nr**
- **Wr-Tg**
- **Wr-Nr**
- **Wr-Tg-Nr**

The x-axis represents the models, and the y-axis represents the NDGC@10, 100 values.
Compound Models

![Graph showing Compound Models comparison](image)

- **Overall (macro) @10**
- **tf-isf@10**
Compound Models

![Compound Models Graph](chart.png)
## Independent economic value

| High       | [...] testimony also supports the independent economic value element in that a manufacturer could [...] be the first on the market [...] |
| High       | [...] the information about vendors and certification has independent economic value because it would be of use to a competitor [...] as well as a manufacturer |
| Certain    | [...] the designs had independent economic value [...] because they would be of value to a competitor who could have used them to help secure the contract |
| Potential  | Plaintiffs have produced enough evidence to allow a jury to conclude that their alleged trade secrets have independent economic value. |
| Certain    | Defendants argue that the trade secrets have no independent economic value because Plaintiffs’ technology has not been “tested or proven.” |
### Identifying particular

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>In circumstances where duty titles pertain to one and only one individual [...], duty titles may indeed be “identifying particulars” [...].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Potential</td>
<td>Appellant first relies on the plain language of the Privacy Act which states that a “record” is “any item ... that contains [...] identifying particular [...].”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Here, the district court found that the duty titles were not numbers, symbols, or other identifying particulars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential</td>
<td>[...] the Privacy Act [...] does not protect documents that do not include identifying particulars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>[...] the duty titles in this case are not “identifying particulars” because they do not pertain to one and only one individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Compound Models

### Common business purpose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>[…] the fact of common ownership of the two businesses clearly is not sufficient to establish a common business purpose.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Potential</td>
<td>Because the activities of the two businesses are not related and there is no common business purpose, the question of common control is not determinative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>It is settled law that a profit motive alone will not justify the conclusion that even related activities are performed for a common business purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>It is not believed that the simple objective of making a profit for stockholders can constitute a common business purpose […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>[…] factors such as unified operation, related activity, interdependency, and a centralization of ownership or control can all indicate a common business purpose.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Future Work

We plan to significantly increase the size of the data set.

We plan to utilize features such as:

- a presence of a reference to the source provision
- syntactic importance of the term of interest
- structural placement of the sentence
- attribution

A deeper semantic analysis of the sentences (perhaps, focused on finding typical patterns) appears to be a promising path forward.

*term_of_interest “(such as” _“)”*
We performed a study on a number of retrieval methods for the task of retrieving sentences for statutory interpretation.

We confirmed that retrieving the sentences directly by measuring similarity between the query and a sentence yields mediocre results.

Taking into account sentences’ context turned out to be the crucial step in improving the performance of the ranking.

Query expansion and novelty detection capture information that is useful as an additional layer in a ranker’s decision.

We integrated the context-aware ranking methods with the components based on query expansion and novelty detection.
Thank you!

Questions, comments and suggestions are welcome now or any time at jsavelka@gravitystack.com, hux16@pitt.edu, or ashley@pitt.edu.
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BM25 and TF-ISF

$$BM25 = \sum_{t \in q} TF \cdot IDF \cdot QTF$$

$$TF = \frac{(k_1 + 1) \cdot tf_{td}}{k_1 \cdot \left(1 - b + b \cdot \frac{L_d}{L_{avg}}\right) + tf_{td}}$$

$$IDF = \log \left(\frac{N - df_t + \frac{1}{2}}{df_t + \frac{1}{2}}\right)$$

$$QTF = \frac{(k_3 + 1) \cdot tf_{tq}}{k_3 + tf_{tq}}$$

$$TF-ISF = \sum_{t \in q} \log(tf_{td} + 1) \cdot \log \left(\frac{N + 1}{\frac{1}{2} + df_t}\right) \cdot \log(tf_{tq} + 1)$$
Query Likelihood Language Model

\[ P(d|q) \propto P(d) \prod_{t \in q} ((1 - \lambda)P(t|M_c) + \lambda P(t|M_d)) \]
Smoothing Sentences with Context

\[ \text{Sim}-i = (1 - \lambda_1) \text{Sim}_s + \lambda_1 \text{Sim}_i \]

BM25-i, TF-ISF-i = \[ \sum_{t \in q} [(1 - \lambda_1) \text{TF}_s \cdot \text{IDF}_s + \lambda_1 \text{TF}_i \cdot \text{IDF}_i] \cdot QTF \]

\[ P(d|q) \propto P(d) \prod_{t \in q} [(1 - \lambda_1 - \lambda_2) P(t|M_c) + \lambda_1 P(t|M_i) + \lambda_2 P(t|M_d)] \]

\[ \text{COS}-i = (1 - \lambda_1) \text{COS}_s + \lambda_1 \text{COS}_i \]

\[ \text{Sim}-r_s = (1 - \lambda_1) \text{Sim}_s + \lambda_1 [\text{Sim}-r_{s-} + \text{Sim}-r_{s+}] \]
Novelty Detection

\[ NW = \left| \{ w_i \mid w_i \in S_j \setminus \{ w_i \mid w_i \in P \} \} \right| \]

\[ NWR = \frac{NW}{\left| \{ w_i \mid w_i \in S_j \} \right|} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{T \geq 0} & \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} T_{ij} c(i, j) \\
\text{subject to:} & \sum_{j=1}^{n} T_{ij} = d_i \quad \forall i \in \{1, \ldots n\} \\
& \sum_{i=1}^{n} T_{ij} = d'_i \quad \forall j \in \{1, \ldots n\}
\end{align*}
\]
Evaluation

\[ NDGC(S_j, k) = \frac{1}{Z_{jk}} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{rel(s_i)}{\log_2(i + 1)} \]

\[ rel(s_i) = \begin{cases} 
3 & \text{if } s_i \text{ has high value} \\
2 & \text{if } s_i \text{ has certain value} \\
1 & \text{if } s_i \text{ has potential value} \\
0 & \text{if } s_i \text{ has no value} 
\end{cases} \]

\[ NDGC(S, k) = \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{j=1}^{|Q|} NDGC(S_j, k) \]
## Sentences’ Context Importance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BM25</th>
<th>TF-ISF</th>
<th>QLLM</th>
<th>GloVe</th>
<th>w2vec</th>
<th>fastt</th>
<th>w2vec*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>case</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opinion</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paragraph</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recursive</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>